Safely Home by Randy Alcorn

Informative, Captivating, And Challenging

2002 Gold Medallion Award winner!

Fans of Randy Alcorn will applaud this soul-stirring story of two college friends who reconnect after twenty years. One is living life apart from God in comfortable corporate America while the other is living for Christ under intense persecution in China. This stunning page-turner will convict the hearts of readers to live in the light of eternity. Royalties from sales of this book will be donated to support the persecuted Church.

My Personal Review:
Lets face it, the title Safely Home has a placid, unappealing sound to it. In fact, before seeing the cover, I thought perhaps Randy was delving into the Christian romance market. That all changed when I saw the Chinese writing on the dust jacket. Having travelled in China, smuggling Bibles and sharing my faith, I was intrigued. Then, I peeled back the jacket to discover the amazing picture of a Chinese believer held in Jesus arms. Standing there in the bookstore, I was hit with emotion, with moisture in my eyes. Suddenly, the title Safely Home made sense. The persecution of the Chinese church is real, and Alcorn shows clearly the difference between the state church and the underground church. Ive met some of these underground believers. Alcorn captures their heart for God in ways that Ive never seen in fiction before. He captures much of the Chinese believers humility and struggle in this heartfelt novel.

The contrast between two former college friends, one a Chinese doctor, the other an American businessman, is credible and lends itself perfectly to the contrast in their levels of faith. Through the looking glass of this story, Alcorn forces us to weigh our own faith. Do we know what it means to stand for our beliefs? Do we know what it means to pay a price for our integrity? Although Alcorn can come across as preachy at times, he always has something worth saying. By mixing a fascinating cultural and spiritual
struggle in a fictional form, he opens our hearts to hear the truth... The response is up to us.
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